DIY Sloth masks

Each mask will need:

- 1 face
- 2 eye furs
- 2 eyes
- 1 nose fur
- 1 nose

First thing’s first – choose at least three different colors of felt. You could go traditional sloth colors (gray, light brown, dark brown) or go wild (rainbow perhaps?)! Now onto the DIYing – print and cut out the paper stencils, then using the stencils, trace and cut out the felt pieces. Use Elmer's Fabric Glue to adhere the felt pieces together, then glue the strap to the back of the mask and let dry for a few minutes.

Materials needed:

- Glitter Felt Squares
- Pastel Felt Squares
- Fabric Ribbon
- Scissors
- Elmers Craft Bond® Glue
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